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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
Who Buys the Bacon?
It’s coming to the end of another year for CAM, and what I call rainy season is starting. To
misquote Shakespeare ‘Now is the winter of our discontent turned no longer glorious summer by this sun of Yore’.
It’s been an eventful; year - lots going on , trips and
more training than ever. Tim and co. are just back
from France, where I hear that Tim not only cleaned
his own bike but everyone else’s too! I hate cleaning
bikes, perhaps I can get on the next trip with Tim!

In addition there have been a number of developing
Ride Leads in Derek, Clive and Alan which is good to
see. I’ve been down here 20 years or so now and still
discover new roads to ride (golf courses too!).

We all owe a huge vote of thanks to Bob Griffin, who
Last time I heard from Pete Andrews was that he was is standing down as Treasurer after many years in
on the ferry to Sardinia- I presume he
office. Unknown to many newer members
is coming back! (indeed he is - trip
Bob has been a stalwart for the club, always
report inside! - Ed.)
guiding and helping and willing to do
anything. I remember when I first became
chair- Bob and I had a phone call and he
It’s been a good year; a little fraught
asked what I needed from him- “support” I
at times underneath but I think and
said, and this has been unwavering, as has
hope that most have enjoyed
the same from others. In this way the club
themselves. We are a charity, we are
can grow and only get better.
a members’ club, and we have grown
and continue to do so. Those on the
Committee and those who help are all volunteers
There has been a lot of different things going on, and
and just members like everyone else. I sincerely
underneath most people probably enjoy the riding
thank them all. We could do with just a little more
mainly and the social side too. I’m not one for
help at times- hence the question ‘Who Buys the
repeating these - it’s all recorded elsewhere.
Bacon?’
It’s interesting to read the IAM guide to group rides they see these as training too and rightly so. They are
Gary Metters, who is a mainstay for Club Sundays
another experience and we all learn from
often goes unmentioned - so thanks; Gary Pike,
experiences.
supported by Linda, has been a revelation in all sorts
of areas from bacon roll production to marketing.
I’ll finish with a quote I found a while ago about
Malcolm is busy with the newsletter producing
leadership something we all enjoy - he just wishes a few people
‘Leadership isn’t about being the best, it’s about
would enter his competitions! (another one inside
making everyone else better’.
- Ed.)
= a good focus for the club.

550 Miles for A Guinness!
Seems rather a long way for a Guinness but David Hinchcliffe wanted to get away for a while
and decided to go for a ride - and George Stagg went with him!
At short notice I needed to get away, asking around,
police, no soldiers, nothing but scenery and great rides and
George came along too. Ireland was where I fancied and good company; no time for photos either!
Chris at Kawasaki had mentioned a trip he did - Ireland
Overnight in Belfast, found another local’s pub with
then Scotland and back so we did it; this was just going to Guinness and not a mobile phone in sight again, up early
be a long ride out. I’d recommend it to everyone - trouble for the ferry after our Dublin experience- there before the
free and great rides; probably due to the
port opened- no traffic- nothing!
company as well!
Easy crossing to Scotland but beginning to
Connemara....
Quick report - Two great days riding to
watch the weather forecast and changing the
great day’s riding at
Holyhead via Lynmouth and Porlock, overnight
plan which had initially been Lake District and
constant 60 with little
at Tewkesbury and, via Shropshire and north
back but I had changed to the Dales - I've
traffic and flowing
Wales, to Holyhead. Then Dublin- about £45 for
walked the hills there many, many times and
roads and bends
the 2 and half hour ferry trip. I would advise
wanted to ride it too. A good afternoon riding
don’t do what we did - don’t ride through
east through Scotland then it got worse.
Dublin at midday- probably worse than London and don’t
Change of plan - home before it started down there. Our
take the scenic route to the west coast (Galway for us) but first accommodation problem - but sorted after two tired
pay the toll and go by motorway and get there quickly. We riders thinking of shacking up in the services for the night;
walked into town and found the perfect authentic Irish
the hotel was the other side of the M6 - used the service
pub and waited for the Guinness to settleroad to get there.
http://www.tigcoiligalway.com
Next day 360 miles or so back down the motorway to
home and it rained and rained and rained and the Dales
The next day Connemara was exactly where I wanted
to go - beautiful, wild and nothing- apart from the rain that were flooded out. Enjoyed it so much we tried to do it
again a month later but time was against us. 5 countries, 6
is. On to Belfast, a great days riding at constant 60 with
days, 1,400 miles and Cornwall too. Thanks George! DH
little traffic and flowing roads and bends. No border, no
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Send a photo of your completed puzzle to
camcom100@outlook.com to claim your prize voucher

ENDCAN
YAMAHA
HONDA
KAWASAKI
SATNAV
SUMP
TOPBOX
SEAT
INFORMATION
CAM
NUMBERPLATE
NORTON
BRAKEDISC
IPSGA

BRAKES
BMW
OVERTAKE
MASTER
SLOWRIDING
POSITIVE
LIMITPOINT
FOURSTROKE
SPARKPLUG
TORQUE
TRIUMPH
UPSIDEDOWN
OIL
NAKED

You can find words Up, Down, Diagonal, Forwards or Backwards
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TECH TALK
Pete O’Connell continues his series on bike related technology - this time:

Rider Protection Technology
IMPACT AND ABRASION - These are to two most important elements when it comes to rider protection. When it’s all gone
wrong and a rider is sliding down the road what protects them from what they are sliding over and what they might hit
are the biggest factors in determining a ‘happy’ outcome!
regulation (8.5m/s) and this represents 30% more energy
HELMETS
than required by ECE 22.05. The data from testing is
As most riders are aware the only protection that
number crunched with head trauma accident data to
motorcyclists are required to wear by law is a helmet. All
helmets worn in the UK must meet one of these standards: produce a star rating (max 5) similar to Euro ENCAP car
crash testing. Information for all helmets tested so far can
Ÿ British Standard BS 6658:1985 and carry the BSI
be found at https://sharp.dft.gov.uk
Kitemark
Technology and Materials
Ÿ UNECE Regulation 22.05
Ÿ a European Economic Area member standard offering at Technological advances in helmets is evolutionary rather
than revolutionary. Materials have changed, who can
least the same safety and protection as BS 6658:1985,
remember cork lined ‘piss pots’? Outer shells can be
and carry a mark equivalent to the BSI Kitemark
produced in polycarbonate (plastic), fibre glass and
It is difficult to remember the last time the BS blue or
composites (Kevlar, carbon fibre). The energy absorbing
green kite mark appeared on a new helmet. Much more
inners can now contain different density polystyrene /
common is ECE 22.05 which is the most widely respected
rubber with high wicking comfort liners.
standard in the world, endorsed and used by many
A couple of areas that may be an improvement to the
countries outside Europe, including most states in
protection provided by existing helmets is MultiAustralia. It may be found as a sticker on the rear outer
directional Impact Protection System (MIPS) and liquid
shell but will have a more durable label on the strap or
brain cooling. MIPS is an additional thin layer that allows
liner.
some of the rotational forces transmitted to the interior of
But what does ECE 22.05 mean?
a helmet to dissipate. Liquid brain cooling attempts to
Well, it ensures that helmets are tested rigorously. This
reduce brain swelling on impact by using a special liquid
includes testing for initial
that combats the effects of trauma heat and an efficient
impact, rigidity, friction, chin
heat retaining polystyrene liner. All this of course comes at
strap strength and
a cost.
‘retention’ (making sure the
CLOTHING
helmet stays in place). The
Weather protection aside, ‘dress for the slide not the ride’
helmets are also subjected to
Typical Labelling
refers to what to
various environmental
conditions to make sure they carry on protecting wherever wear to protect
we go. This includes subjecting helmets to solvents, low
skin (abrasion)
and high temperatures, ultraviolet, humidity and moisture. and bones and
internal organs
Testing is also to be carried out using the helmet size
which is determined to be weakest. The chinstrap is tested (impact). Leather
to ensure it won’t slip loose, stretch or break under load.
generally provides
the best abrasion
The helmet is connected to a test rig that tries to pull the
helmet off the head from the back checking the chinstrap protection to
protect skin (see
does its job. The visor is also tested for scratch and
abrasion resistance, refraction, light transmission, opening racing) but there are some excellent high tech textiles
providing excellent abrasion protection. Impact protection
angle, defects and field of vision. If the manufacturer
is provided by armour normally found on shoulders,
claims the visor is anti-fog, then they test for that too (as
elbows, back, knees and hips. Armour is rated by the
we all know, that only lasts for 5 minutes).
SHARP Testing
amount of energy it stops from getting through to the
riders’ body. The current ratings are:
You may have heard of Safety Helmet Assessment and
Rating Programme (SHARP) and wonder where this fits in. Level 1 protectors: The maximum transmitted force must
be below 18 kN, and no single value shall exceed 24 kN
SHARP testing was introduced by the Department for
Level 2 protectors: The maximum transmitted force must
Transport in the UK to inform consumers more. SHARP
be below 9 kN, and no single value shall exceed 12 kN
tests at a higher impact velocity than required by
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TECH TALK - Rider Protection Technology - cont’d
Airbags
Airbags are becoming more popular and are claimed to
reduce the maximum transmitted force by up to 75% more
than level 2 armour! Wearable airbag systems are either
tethered or electronic.
Ÿ Tethered systems, from manufacturers such as Helite,
Hit Air, Motoair, Held and Bering work by the rider being
physically attached to the machine. In the event of an
accident, the attachment device pulls on a firing system
and inflates the airbag in about 1/10 of a sec. The
disadvantage of this is that the attachment needs to
extend to work, in a ‘low side’ this may not happen.
Ÿ Electronic wearable systems work by gyroscopic
sensors and or a GPS combination algorithm firing the
system in about .55 milliseconds. Over 10 years ago
Dainese were the early adopters shortly followed by
Alpinestars.
Development - Racing
The driver for airbag development was and is, racing
where much is carried out. In all MotoGP classes (MotoE,
Moto2, Moto3 & MotoGP) all riders must wear FIM
approved systems. As of 2019, FIM approved
manufacturers are currently Dainese, Alpinestars and Ixon.
However, and there have been a court cases between
Dainese and Alpinestars with the former claiming
copyright infringement.
In the future, in addition to the aforementioned, other
manufacturers are rumoured to be providing electronic
systems for their products. These will be will be RST,
Furygan, Richa and Klim. They will all be using their version
of the In&Motion system currently being used by Ixon who
were the first clothing manufacturer to buy the licence.
On the road
For road use early systems were very expensive requiring
sensors being fitted to the motorcycle. Nowadays the
systems are independent of the motorcycle although some
require a particular jacket ready to accept fitment. Honda
are the only mainstream motorcycle manufacturer to fit an
airbag to the motorcycle (Goldwing) but this really only
works in a specific type of
impact (head on). The
disadvantage for some systems
is price and reliance on a
charging method for the
batteries. Check out the link
below for something so daft it’s
comical and no surprise it never took off!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQr8YkzEEWQ&t=25s
WEATHER
Modern materials mean that the days of the rider
becoming wetter from perspiration on the inside than rain

from the outside, have largely gone. Weather protection
technology has advanced in recent years to enable riders
to remain warm and dry in all but the most extreme of
weather conditions. As a rider this enables you to
concentrate on the road ahead, rather than wondering
when you are going to get the next cup of tea to warm up.
Breathable Materials
Breathable waterproofing from materials such as Hippora,
Sympatex and the market leader Gore-Tex has made a
massive difference. Being breathable means that the
membrane allows sweat
to wick away. Gore-Tex in
its most basic form keeps
you dry by allowing warm
moisture to travel one way. The membrane is made from
an expanded polytetrafluoroethylene fibre (also known as
Teflon). It’s a bit like an expanded
plumbers’ tape. Most membranes are
a draped liner that is between an
outer abrasive resistant layer and
internal comfort liner. The
disadvantage is that the outer layer can become heavier
with water logging and the waterproof membrane can feel
cold and clammy. To get around this
laminating the membrane (Gore-Tex Pro)
to the outer abrasive shell reduces this
considerably and also dries quickly.
Leather
The Holy Grail of waterproofing is
managing to do it effectively on leather.
Some manufacturers use a draped liner but the leather sill
gets wets and heavy. About ten years ago Gore-Tex
thought they had the answer and a couple of
manufacturers (Rukka and Aerostich) tried it. Rukka used it
on the Merlin suit that proved to be very expensive. At the
time it was £2800 and allowing for inflation it would be
over £3000! It was also very stiff and some users
complained about a lack of comfort. There is a new
material called smart leather that uses a new laminated
material made by the MAT group called Corium+ and
Corium+ Platinum Smart Leather. It is said to be much
more affordable and flexible. Held
and Rukka are producing suits with it.

Corium+®

With winter approaching I hope you
manage to keep yourself protected, warm and dry.
Next issue I’ll have a look at tyre technology and
those credit card sized contact patches that keep us
on the black stuff in all weathers.

Pete O’Connell
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THE GRAND TOUR - SOLO
Pete Andrews set off on an odyssey to find himself and others along the way!
A highly entertaining and memorable trip
I was lucky enough to be able to go Europe on
holiday for four weeks this year. As this is the biggest
undertaking I have ever planned I decided to give it
a title. So with a flash of original inspiration I called
it my ‘Grand Tour’. A couple of friends (Steve and
Paul from the club) accompanied me for the first two
days into France and Belgium and then went on their
own way into Germany.

The Alps
Over the next few days I followed a route called the
Romantic Way down into Austria (for those who would
like the route - please shout) and found myself at a
picturesque lake called Rieden am Forggensee. This
placed me in the South Tyrolean Alps. As well as
fantastic roads and scenery I
found by chance a motorcycle
museum at the to of a mountain
pass on the German Austrian
border.

Into Italy
Went over to Tavullia to pay homage to VR46.
Absolutely peed down. Rain drops the size of golf balls
with thunder and lighting. Poor old me fully loaded at
Pete knows who his friends are
the top of a mountain with flooded, narrow, slippery
The people you meet
roads with no barriers and 300 foot drops. Lost the
At first it felt a bit lonely being ‘Billy no mates’ but for front end, back end and all the bits in-between, eeeek!
the most part turned out to be a positive experience.
On reaching the bottom I got off
My first night by myself was on the banks of the
the bike, turned to the East and
Sorpesee in the Ruhr Valley where I met a retired
said “Thank you”. SCARIEST ride
gentleman who spends his holidays in a static on the
I’ve ever done. Up side, went to
camp site. While having a schnitzel and beer for dinner
Vale’s Pizzeria had a coffee with 46
in the attached restaurant I had the following
on the top hehehe!
conversation with him at 8pm:
Him: “What time do you leave tomorrow?”
Pisa
Me: “About 8am, Why?”
I believe there is a tower there. Met a chap at my
Him: “My house is over there. Breakfast will be campsite who was a bit miserable for a number of
ready for 7am”
reasons. I became very British and offered him a brew
7am the next day:
which he accepted. We struck up a friendship and
Me: “Good
went to Pisa for the day together. Turns out he lives in
morning”
Tenerife and has invited me out there. Just going to
Him: “Please sit”
have to force myself to go. Downside, he’s a Scot and
The breakfast came out
rides a RT. Only joking, the Scots are OK!
including coffee and boiled
eggs. We then had an
engaging conversation. An
hour later we got up, I said
Pete and his unknown
thank you, said goodbye
benefactor
and he showed me out.
Don’t even know his name. Made me smile, it was a
lovely experience.
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THE GRAND TOUR - SOLO - cont’d
Heading South
More wonderful scenery and roads got me to Vico
Equense between Napoli and Sorrento. Rode the
Amalfi coast (again ahhhh) on my new 125 bhp Tracer
900. Thought I was doing quite well until a 400cc
scooter undertook me in her shorts tee shirt and
pigtail flapping in her wake. Had to stop and massage
my ego. Consoled myself by buying an Amalfi lemon
the size of my old
Bandits top box, cost
me a Euro.
Whilst there I
decided that I need a
haircut and asked the campsite owner for advice. He
sent me to his barber. Guess what his name was Luigi! So off I went, found the
barbers and stood in the door way
and called out Luigi. This seemed to
be the only successful bit of
communication. Sitting in the chair I
asked for a no. 1 — short but still
with some hair. He came round the
back of the chair with the clippers
and proceeded to shave a line across
Pete looks a bit
my head on a 0 grade. He then
surprised at his
stopped and said OK? I just said
new haircut!
“cioa” and “Avanti”.
Over the sea - eventually
Being a good Advanced Rider I planned to arrive at
Naples in good time. In fact, 5 hours pre-check in. After
waiting around for 4 hours and talking to a number of
unhelpful Italian port workers I found the commercial
office of the ferry company, a very frustrated
motorcyclist. The conversation went like this:
Me: “Please tell me where I check in”
Official: “Don’t know”
Me: “This is a ticket for your ferry company sailing today”
Official: “Commercial office” (shoulder shrug)
Me: “I am very unhappy” (raised voice)
Official: Shoulder shrugs. “Calm down”
Me: “No, I will not calm down”, “I need to know where to
check in”
Official: “You need to calm down” – looking over my
shoulder.

Looking around and there are three security guards
with pistols on their hips looking at me - I didn’t care at
this point!

Me: “Check-in place!!!”
Official left me and went into the back office.
Me: Banged on the door.
Looked around,security guards had come closer.
Door opened and another man said “I will tell you
where to go”
Me: “I don’t believe, you show me”

At my insistence he led me to a piece of blacktop with
two overturned wheelie bins on it. He pointed and said
“Here 5 o’clock”. At this point I had no choice. At 5
o’clock a man turned up looked at my ticket and said
park over there. This muster point was 1.5 miles from
the ferry loading point. Relieved when I got on board.
Sardinia.
Nothing eventful just lovely
roads, lovely beaches and
stunning scenery. Feel in
love with the place. Will
definitely be trying to go
back next year.
I had 3 days at the Aragon MotoGP and met a retired
Major at my campsite doing the same thing. We sat
together for the 3 days, it was nice to have the
company. The final 3 days up to Santander were quite
uneventful, again, just lovely Spanish people, roads,
and scenery. Spain never disappoints.
What follows is my last memorable encounter for
the holiday. I stayed at a small hotel for my last night
and met 3 ladies of a certain age that could not speak
any English (why would they) as we tried to have a
conversation they got
louder and slower to
make me understand, its not only the Brits that
do it!
During my four and
half weeks I met a many
people some I have not
mentioned who were
genuinely friendly and
wonderful. I encourage
you all to go and have
an adventure.
I did.
Peter Andrews

If anyone is inspired by Pete’s adventure and want to give foreign biking a try but not sure what to expect. David H and Julie C are
going on a trip to the Loire in May next year. Anyone who fancies a short trip to test things out are invited and David will provide
as much or little advice as people feel they need to arrange their own trip - see overleaf
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Trip to the Loire - 2020
Dave Hinchcliffe and Julie Calow are planning a trip to the Loire in May next year and have invited any one from the club
to meet up and join them there - in effect have a Club Day (or more) en France!

David has sent out an email (check your junk mail if you haven’t seen it), outlining possible arrangements. Its not
intended for everyone to ride in a big group strung out over miles of Route National. Ideally we make our own way to
Chinon in smaller groups or individually and meet along the way wherever paths cross. David has provided basic
guidance on what interested parties will need to deal with (see below) but is happy to provide more detailed
guidance to those that need it.

Ferries
Out bound (There are alternatives)
3rd

Ÿ Plymouth-Roscoff - Sunday
May at
10.00 pm. Arrives Monday at 8am.
4 and 1/2hr ride direct to Chinon via dual
carriageway (can be a bit boring but easy) or choose
only RN and D roads, longer but more interesting and
usually free of traffic.
Return trip (there are alternatives)
Ÿ Roscoff-Plymouth - Friday 8th May. Depart
5.10pm. Arrives Plymouth at 10.10 pm.
All day to ride from Chinon
so an easy ride to the ferry

The Area
Ÿ Chinon is very nice mediaeval
town on river, with castle.
Ÿ Great rides along bank of the Loire. We
intend to go to Amboise on the Loire
definitely - seems to be whole medieval town
along bank of river
Ÿ Lots of scenery
Ÿ Lots of Chateau
Ÿ In midst of Touraine region of France- my
favourite French white wine
Ÿ Great locals bar and restaurant to eat in.
Ÿ Very strong French white brandy made
by local policeman (sampled on
our last night last year)

Accommodation
We staying at Ibis hotel, Chinon:
includes breakfast, nice area, easy less
than 10-minute walk into town.
Alternatives
Ÿ There are loads of Airbnb
Ÿ Gites as well obviously
Ÿ Camping too
Ÿ Other hotels (try Booking .com).
(if you join Ibis you get discount- they
are good and some are budget
hotels this isn’t)

Possibilities / ideas
Ÿ How many of the club can we
get there?
Ÿ We could have a get together
Wednesday night in bar in town or gite
bbq if someone got one
Ÿ Do our own rides and meet up in evening.
Ÿ Happy to ride with those unfamiliar with
area
We could meet at Ibis at 10.00 am each
day for those who uncertain what
to do

Websites
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinon
https://ibis.accorhotels.com/united-kingdom/index.en.shtml?utm_term=mar&utm_campaign=ppc-ibi-mar-msn-uk-en-exasear-bp-ce&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=Bing&utm_content=uk-en-ALL-ALL
https://www.brittany-ferries.co.uk
https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Restaurant_Review-g187124-d4137978-Reviews-Le_Cafe_de_la_PaixChinon_Indre_et_Loire_Centre_Val_de_Loire.html
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What next-?
Continuing Biker Development
OK, so you passed the Advanced Rider Course,
You’ve done a few Club Sundays, Club Rides and then you begin to wonder - What’s Next?
There’s many a conversation in the club ‘about what’s next for
me?’ or ‘where do I go next’, and there are a multitude of
opportunities available to improve your riding skills and
involvement in the club.
Club Rides
Just riding in the company of other Club Members can improve
your riding. Watching others get it right (or wrong!) can be a real
eye opener and make you more conscious of your own riding and
areas in which you might improve or need extra tuition.
Go for a ‘F1RST’
If you didn’t get a F1RST when you took your initial test you
could take to additional coaching with the aim of getting a F1RST
(that is scoring ‘1’ in every area). Contact Tim Collins or any
Observer to find out more.
Lead a Ride
Club rides are always in need of leaders. The Club holds training
days for people to acquire the skills and knowledge necessary to
lead a ride successfully. It only takes a day and covers items such
as route planning, operating the ‘drop off’ system and how to
deal with any problems that might arise. Being a Ride Leader is
rewarding in that you are helping others enjoy a ride out and
practice their riding in the company of others.
Do an IAM Skills Day
These are a great day out in the
safety of a closed race track
with no other traffic around.
Although you will probably
need some overnight
accommodation as they start
quite early in the day. Here you
can work on improving all the elements of advanced riding and
because its on a race track you can try out riding harder than
normal without without needing to worry about other road users
getting in the way.
Attend the CAM Annual Training Weekend
Every year CAM hold a Training Weekend, usually in the
Barnstable area with an overnight stay there. This is a great
opportunity to check your current skill levels, focus on any
elements that concern you, have nice ride to Devon with others
wanting to improve or simply socialise about bikes and riding.
Attend a Regional Training Weekend
Again an annual event organised by the Regional Training Team
this is traditionally held near Okehampton with instructors from
all over the South of England which also offers a completely
objective view of your riding. The training weekend provides
anyone with the opportunity to review any aspects of their riding
which they have concerns about or specific training needs.

Observing
Become an Observer, start off as a Local
Observer then when you have gained
experience in the role move on to the
National level. This can be an extremely
rewarding option. It not only encourages
you to develop your own riding to a
higher standard but you can also help others pass their test and
even help them move on to Observing in their development as a
rider. See also ‘Group News’ we are currently asking for
candidates to train as Observers!
Become a Master
The ultimate in riding a bike, the highest civilian
standard. Getting close to Class One Police riding
standard. No pursuit riding or blue lights but the
standard of riding must be consistently at a very
high level. The test takes about 1-2 hours of
continuous assessment. Your really need to focus
and stay focused! If you pass you know you are one
of the best! If you get ‘Distinction’ then you are even
better!
Become a Fellow
An enhanced membership which whereby you can obtain extra
benefits (reduced insurance etc.) but you undertake to keep your
skills up to date by re-testing every three years.
Become an Examiner
Traditionally the IAM has recruited Examiners exclusively from
serving or retired class 1 police advanced drivers and riders.
However as the number of qualified advanced police reduces,
and their standards and training across the country vary, so the
IAM has widened their recruitment to include other qualifications
and backgrounds. If you are interested in the opportunity to
become an Examiner with the IAM are a qualified police
advanced driver or rider, or hold a current IAM Masters
qualification and an IMI National Observer Qualification then get
in touch with the IAM. See also ‘IAM Additional Info below’.
BikeSafe
The police offer BikeSafe courses - two per year in Cornwall. If
you have passed your test its a good way of gaining a objective
assessment of your riding. Cheap too, as they are subsidised by
Cornwall Council!
https://bikesafe.co.uk
IAM Additional Info
For more information about what courses and development are
available log on to:
https://www.iamroadsmart.com/my-dashboard
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SPEED CAMERAS - WHAT’S THE TRUTH?
Earlier this year the internet was swept by rumours that if a driver exceeded the 70mph limit by just one mile per
hour a ticket would be issued. Those stories turned out to be untrue and unfounded. But rather than allow
misinformation about speed camera ‘thresholds’ to circulate unchecked, the UK’s 45 police forces were asked via
Freedom of Information requests how strictly their 3,224 speed cameras enforce limits.
UK speed cameras explained
The majority of the forces that responded said their cameras
would only activate when driver/riders exceed the speed limit
by 10 per cent plus 2mph, in line with prosecution guidelines
from the Association of Chief Police Officers. This means
cameras won’t issue tickets until someone is driving at 35mph
or more in a 30mph limit, or 79mph or more on the motorway,
for example.
The Metropolitan Police, which uses a less strict, 10 per
cent plus 3mph threshold, say this is ‘a proportional response
to the high volumes of traffic’ in the capital. Lancashire Police
also sets its cameras so that they activate at 10 per cent plus
3mph, and says that this has been done ‘to ensure greater
tolerance or discretion’.
A number of forces wouldn’t disclose their camera
thresholds, arguing that knowledge of these would encourage
driver/riders to speed. All police forces that did disclose their
thresholds said these applied to both fixed and average speed
cameras.
Can speedometers be trusted?
In addition to asking police how strictly their speed cameras
enforce limits, the speedometers on 10 cars were investigated
for accuracy. This was done by comparing how fast the speedo
said the car was going compared to the actual speed as
measured by a VBox meter.
Speedometers are not allowed to ‘under-read’ – they can’t
tell you you’re going more slowly than you really are – but they
are allowed to over-read by up to 10 per cent plus 6.25mph. So
they could read 50.25mph at 40mph. All the cars assessed were

well within legal limits, although some read with near-perfect
accuracy, while others over-read by 3mph. This, with the
different approaches police have to enforcing limits, means some
variance will always remain around speeding.
A sensible approach
Commenting on the investigation, AA president Edmund King
said it is ‘sensible to have some flexibility’ with speed-limit
enforcement, ‘as the last thing we need is drivers/riders
concentrating solely on the speedo and not the road’.
King added that, with speedometers becoming increasingly
accurate, this testing is a valid reminder to drivers not to gamble
on their speedo perhaps providing some leeway.
The speedo test explained
The VBox is a clever piece of kit that uses a GPS signal to measure
a car’s speed. It’s very accurate, gauging velocity to within
0.1km/h, so is perfect for assessing speedos.
The test cars were set to 30, 50, 60 and 70mph using the built-in
speed limiter or cruise control to ensure a steady speed, then
used the VBox to measure how fast they were going. This gave a
fair idea of the discrepancy between actual and indicated speed.
Not many driver/riders have access to a VBox, but a separate
smartphone app or sat-nav can give you an idea of how accurate
your speedo is. Sat-nav works much the same a the Vbox in that
it is a time / distance calculation via the GPS system and is more
precise than a speedometer.
However, be aware that SatNav has a slight ‘lag’ in receiving
signals from the satellite so they are only good for checking
steady speeds (when the SatNav has had time to ‘settle down’).
Do not use SatNav instead of the vehicle speedo when driving.

This article was adapted from an article published by Auto Express earlier this year. Auto Express carried out all the testing.

AGM 2019
The AGM this year was a lively affair with quite a few changes
and new faces emerging on to the Committee with a few older
faces stepping down or back a bit to make room for them!
Bob Griffin stepped down as Treasurer after many years in
the role. His long service was recognised by the gifting of a
calculator (apt!) and a personalised caricature which now
stands on his mantelpiece in pride of place. Bob was also
appointed as a Vice-President in honour of all his hard work
over the years. Other changes included Terry Tomlin stepping
down as Vice Chair, replaced by Clive Richards. Terry also
stepped down from the Chairmanship of the Training Support

Group (TSG). Both Bob and Terry
will still be around but helping out
in more informal roles together
with two new Committee
members Mike Cowell and Colin
Williams, (but we’ll probably find
them something to do - in time!)
David H has taken over the
Chairmanship of the TSG.
Prior to the presentation Bob
provided his final Treasurers
Bob was delighted
report which showed the club was with his farewell present, while Julie looks
on enviously!
in good shape financially and no
need to increase membership fees - nice one Bob!
Terry provide a round up of TSG and explained the new
‘inexplicable’ Group Scorecard. The evening was rounded off by
David H giving his Chairman’s Address as to where he wanted the
club to go in the coming year. The evening was properly
rounded off with some excellent hot pasties expertly served by
Sam and Vivienne Patmore - Thanks guys!
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Why smart filtering is a must for bikers
It’s one of the joys of motorcycling; when cars are stuck in slow or stationary traffic, a biker can carry on riding.
But such privileges come with risks. Filtering along the outside of traffic places you in the path of oncoming
vehicles, the risk of cars turning right or doing U-turns, and traffic exiting side roads into your path.
Here’s some tips to keep safe when filtering:
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Watch
your speed

Mind
Long
queues
If the line of
stationary or slow
moving traffic
stretches for miles,
then consider rejoining the line
occasionally and
taking a rest; filtering
requires very high
levels of
concentration; if you
get tired and lose
concentration then a
momentary lapse
could have serious
consequences.

Going too fast when
filtering will increase
the likelihood of an
accident and reduce
your reaction speed and
lengthen your braking
distance. The
recommended and safe
speed to stick to is no
more than between 10
and 15 miles an hour
faster than the traffic
you are passing
The accepted
wisdom among safety
experts is that slow
moving traffic that you
can filter alongside
safely should be
travelling at no more
than 20mph. So, a
filtering rider should
pass them at no more
than 10 to 15mph faster
than the traffic if speed
limits permit.

Heavy
goods
When traffic is
moving rather than
stationary, try to
avoid pulling into a
gap in front of an
HGV, as these type
of vehicles often
need much more
room to stop in, so
you’ll be more at
risk – and it may
annoy them.

Surprise
surprise
Remember that while
you may be
concentrating, most of
the drivers in the queue
will not be and when you
go past, it may surprise
them. More importantly,
many of them might be
considering a U-turn to
avoid the queue and
won’t check before
pulling out, even if they
should.

Great
escape

Mirror
Mirror

Always have an
escape route
planned as you
filter. That means
looking out for
spaces in the queue
to use should a large
vehicle suddenly
come the other way,
for example around
a corner, or another
motorcycle
overtakes coming
the other way.

Look in the mirrors of
cars as you drive
along, as it’s often
possible to see a
drivers’ intentions
from them. Also, keep
an eye on the car
wheels ahead of you;
drivers preparing to
turn right out of a
queue or do a U-turn
often move their
wheels prior to
making their move.
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GROUP NEWS
Another longstanding annual event came a close in July when the last CAM BBQ to be held a Bob Griffins home went off
with its usual enthusiasm. Bob was his usual accommodating self and Chris his lovely wife excelled herself as usual with all
the salads and desserts handmade for the event. Julie C presented Chris with a present in recognition of her longstanding
suffering of a large crowd of Bikers taking over her house and garden every year since heaven knows when.
Thank you Christine! A large vote of thanks from us all!

Gary P (next year’s host) realises he’s been clocked!

Bob looks on delightedly as Chris receives her well deserved present!

Rider Development
CAM is now looking to commence its 2020 Rider Development Programme with an opportunity for full
members to apply to become Local and National Observers. If you think you have what it takes and want
to further your development to become an Observer and support CAM in its continued development of safer
riding across Cornwall, then please complete an application form (these have been sent out by email, if you
haven’t got one contact Mark Tucker) and return it to the email address below by the 20th November 2019.
Applicants must email the Secretary, Mark Tucker at :
membership@iamroadsmartcornwall.org.uk
with the following information, please:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Your experience to date including the pass date of your advanced test.
Your record of participation in group events.
Why you want to be an observer.
What you expected to get out of being an observer.
Your ability to commit to at least one-half day a fortnight.
Your commitment to attend a half day assessment to assess the suitability for observer training and to
induct you to training in the IMI National and Local observer training scheme.

It is expected that all applicants will have been Advanced Riders for at least 12 months. The TSG will
consider ALL applications at its next meeting in November 2019 and will contact the successful applicants
following the meeting and tell them who will carry out their assessment. Unsuccessful applicants will be
advised of the reason(s) why they were unsuccessful. Outcomes from the assessment will determine
whether the Observer training can commence or some additional training will be required and applicants
can reapply next time.
Closing date is 20th November 2019
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Forthcoming Events
Extracts from another of Julie’s entertaining and informative emails about what we can expect over the coming
months. Important thing is to respond and get involved. Especially the Christmas ride and lunch on the 15th
December. Don’t forget to let Julie know you’re going so that restaurant can be properly briefed on numbers.
Sunday 17 November:

Monthly ride out: David H doing this one, David says ‘I’ve discovered a new way to
Okehampton…’ onward to Camelford and then into the wilderness. Likely to be 2 hour
trip to Okey Dokey for ‘lunch’ then team ride back or do you own thing. Check website
for where when and what time to meet.

DECEMBER
Sunday 1 December

Open Club Sunday 10am Ladock: Cornering with Gary Christmas Metters – bring your
tinsel and periscopes.

Sunday 15 December

Monthly ride out and CAMmers Christmas Bike Run and Bikers Christmas feast!
Meet 10.30am, MacDonalds Overflow Carpark, Kingsley Village Fraddon – check
website for details. SantaRob and sleigh bike Jinglebells will be taking us on a festive
adventure with his team of reindeer bikers following on, dancing, prancing and
romancing along the country lanes reigning up at the Baytree Restaurant, Goonhavern
Garden Centre at 1pm for some Reindeer Dust. Sleigh cars most welcome too - just
decide from menu attached and be there for 1pm.Pay on the day, decide on choices by
10 December from menu attached (unable to open, let Julie know) and
email juliecalow@btinternet.com, phone or text 07818 431156 as the restaurant needs
to know in good time 10 December. Christmas jumpers to the ready, turkey hat or
Santa sack, whatever, you could even decorate your bike if you’re feeling exceptionally
festive!

Wednesday 25
December

Christmas Day! Roast Turkey or Nutty Wellington, whatever with lashings of sprouts,
roast spuds and gravy – what a feast and remember to leave room for the
pud! Alternatively, go away somewhere hot on holiday and escape the
madness! Sounds like a good idea to me….. what time was that flight to Madeira?

JANUARY
Wednesday 1 January
Sunday 5 January

New Year’s Day ride out with Mark Tucker and David H. Check website for meet up
details.
Open Club Sunday: 10am Ladock: details to be confirmed

Sunday 19 January

Monthly Ride Out. Check website for details. VOLUNTEER NEEDED

Late January

Weds or Thurs – Annual 10 Pin Bowling – date to be confirmed at Trevorrian Holiday
Park
Feb talk with Toby on Magellan Tours; July PAM/CAM BBQ; Spring Bike Seal Demo with
Dale Stote; Gary P to give Spring talk/demo on ‘What to Pack’ when touring; talk on Full
Control/Positive Steering; May Exmouth weekend ride out; Pirates Penzance Bike Show
4 July, Simon Williams follow up 1st Aid specific to bikers talk; Further Biker Development
talk/discussion and what IAM can offer; Chris Gendall follow up talk on medics and
bikes; Super Soco demo/talk on all electric bikes; Motolegends biking clothes talk and
display; ‘fingers crossed’ talk by Alpine Stars designer, plus of course, the very infamous
Gary Metters talks on all things bike that matter to you!

2020 Stuff to come

And as always…..

CAM Merchandise on Sale at Club Sundays: Hats £8; Caps £8; Badges £4; IAM Neck
Scarves £3.50;
CAM Neck Scarves £8 – All excellent Birthday present, Christmas present or simply
‘Because I’m Worth It’ present!
Events/Talks: If anyone has an event that we should make note of, or someone who we
could invite to give a talk,
please email Julie on juliecalow@btinternet.com with details, thank you!
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OPEN CLUB SUNDAYS
We have had a very full Summer through into Autumn
with all sorts of events, talks and lectures. Gary M
continues to provide highly instructive and thought
provoking technical talks with outside speakers
providing more wide ranging items such as ‘First Aid
Specific to Bikers’ and ‘Racing at the TT’.
We have had consistently high numbers attending the
lectures and presentations, before taking the
opportunity to have an observed / assessed ride or join
in on the social ride. However, all this has not been
before enjoying a bacon / sausage bap (plus optional
egg) and a coffee expertly prepared by the catering team
led by Gary P . Keep up the good work!

The level of interaction and support for these
technical sessions from the members has continued to
grow helping us make the Club Sundays more enjoyable
as well as providing a valuable social activity and learning
opportunity.
Attendances have been recorded consistently
between 25 and 45 with the norm being around 35, all
making the most of the refreshments, sharing of
knowledge and meeting other riders for a chat.
Our continued thanks to the 2 Garys and all those
volunteers who help make this
happen as well as the support and
dedication of its Observers.
Thank you One and All

In addition to the Bap and Coffee (only £2) there is a chance to socialise with other club
members, learn a bit more through Gary M’s entertaining and informative lectures and
guest speakers, go out for a ride,

CAM Club Days are held on the first Sunday of the month at the
Ladock Community Hall.
The day is open to all-comers so anyone can attend and take advantage of what’s on offer.

Club Rideouts

Club
Prices

Club Rideouts are for Full Members only. Associates
can participate by invitation through their Observer.

The Monthly Rideout is usually on the third
Sunday of the month and the Evening
Rideout (April to September) is on the first
Wednesday of each month.
Rideouts are announced (leader, date, time,
start point and probable destination) by
email and through the website.
(www.cornwalladvanced.co.uk)

Sausage Bap (Vegi)
Bacon Bap
Add an Egg

£1.50
£1.50
£0.50

Tea
Coffee
Hot Chocolate

£0.50
£0.50
£0.50

Club Badge

£4
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Keeping in the Loop
Where to go for information and advice.
All Committee members are contactable by email.
The Training Support Group should be contacted through the Chairman of the TSG
Group Committee
David Hinchcliffe

Chair

laserdaveh@hotmail.com

Clive Richards

Vice Chair

choughie@aol.com

Malcolm Farrar

Treasurer

camcom100@outlook.com

Mark Tucker

Secretary

cam1254bikers@gmail.com

Gary Pike

Publicity (Web)

garypikecam@gmail.com

Julie Calow

Events

juliecalowcam@btinternet.com

Malcolm Farrar

Newsletter Editor

camcom100@outlook.com

Mark Tucker

Membership

cam1254bikers@gmail.com

Amanda Pratley

Publicity

publicity@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

David Hinchcliffe

Training Support Group

laserdaveh@hotmail.com

Bob Griffin

Member

retrorob53@aol.com

Tim Collins

IMI and Training

Mike Cowell

Member

Colin Williams

Member

associates@iamroadsmartcornwall.org
mail@mikecowell.co.uk
kiwikol@icloud.com

Please note all email addresses with the domain name iamroadsmartcornwall.org will cease to function from 30th November 2019
New email addresses are being acquired
Honorary President - Robin Derges
Honorary Vice Presidents - CAM Shelagh Garrard, Sam Patmore and Bob Griffin
In recognition for their Work and Commitment to CAM and Its Members
Social Committee
Julie Calow (Chair)

juliecalowcam@btinternet.com

David Hinchcliffe

laserdaveh@hotmail.com

Gary Metters

20townsfield@sky.com

Gary Pike

garypikecam@gmail.com

Amanda Pratley
Malcolm Farrar

publicity@iamroadsmartcornwall.
org
camcom100@outlook.com

Terry Tomlin

terrytomlin@btinternet.com

Training Support Group
David Hinchcliffe (Chair)

Karen Richards

Amanda Pratley,

David Mooney,

Tim Collins

Mark Tucker

Colin Williams

Chris Gendall.

Gary Metters

Clive Richards

FACEBOOK
The club has two Facebook pages one is open to all including non-members and one is a closed group for members
only. If you don’t have access to the the closed group contact the Membership Secretary for an invite to the group.
Closed Group URL is: https://www.facebook.com/groups/cornwalladvanced/
Open Group URL is: https://www.facebook.com/cornwalladvancedmotorcyclists/C2
WEBSITE
The Cornwall Advanced Motorcyclists website can be found at www.cornwalladvanced.co.uk
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